
Integrate ProCup into an existing website
 

 

If you already have a working website for your event, you can either integrate selected parts into 

ProCup or link, for example, application forms and / or results.

Log in to ProCup and continue into Design, Settings

You are now in the settings section

Differences between stand-alone and integrated cup

An important point of view before moving on: It's quick and easy to switch between the 

standalone and integrated cup portal. You can 

regret it, just switch to the second option.

Below you can see the difference between integrated website and full website

 

Try out and see the best results for just your presentation.
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How to integrate ProCup into your cup-portal 

 

There are different techniques for this, but we recommend using IFRAME that offers a flexible 

solution. The example of the HTML code below shows how to insert an IFRAME object. 



 

The launcher is the link to ProCup, in this case http://www.procup.se/cup/30012.htm  

In this example, the height is 800 and the width is 900 pixels. 

Different languages in your cup portal No problem, for each language you present on your cup 

portal, add ?Lang= to the startup program for ProCup. Below is an example of the Danish language 

code. 

http://www.procup.se/cup/30012.htm?Lang=DEN 

 

 

GOOD LUCK! 


